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Abstract— Numerical models of the vocal folds are broadly
used in studies that aim to better understand the underline
mechanism of normal and disordered speech. Lumped element
models capture the most predominant modes of vibration with a
low computational cost, with the body cover model being one of
the most common. Model parameter extraction from vocal fold
movement is possible using system identification techniques, an
approach that has been used to study different pathologies and
vocal behaviors. However, many estimation techniques require
a discrete state space model, this force a discrete solution
of the kinematic model. In this study, a discrete-time model
was developed based on a continuous state space description
of the body cover model. A comparison with the continuous
solution of the original body cover model was performed in
order to quantify the differences in the corresponding outputs.
Additionally, a clinical comparison was performed to explore
if the results obtained agree with clinical data. Finally, a
computational cost comparison was performed. The results
obtained validate the proposed time-discrete model, yielding a
normalized correlation index of 0.9786 between both continuous
and discrete models in steady state. The clinical data agreed the
results obtained with the proposed model, and the computing
time was decreased in 60%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vocal fold models have been used for many years to
study the behavior of normal and pathological phonation.
Different approaches have been taken to identify different
characteristics of speech. Physical models and excised larynx
emulate the human phonation process, allowing for a visual-
ization that is hardly achievable on in-vivo recordings. Finite
difference elements models are a good approximation to the
kinematics of the vocal folds, but they are computationally
expensive and have numerical problems when considering
acoustic resonances, collisions, and fluid mechanics. Lumped
element models, on the other hand, are simple representations
of the vocal folds that efficiently capture the most pre-
dominant modes of vibration and reproduce many clinically
relevant aspects of phonation with acceptable accuracy at a
lower computational cost.

Lumped element vocal fold models consist of a collection
of discrete coupled mass-spring-damper components that
interact with an aerodynamic force and an acoustic load.
Lumped element models have been capable of emulating the
vocal fold kinematic and acoustic output in physiological
ranges, and have been used to describe normal voice produc-
tion, vocal fold paralysis, incomplete glottal closure, vocal
hyperfunction, subject pathology classification, etc [1]. The
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Fig. 1. Voice Production System Representation.

Lumped element model is described as a collection of non-
linear time-variant differential system of equations, which is
usually solved through ordinary differential equation (ODE)
solvers like Runge-Kutta, Adams, Rosenbrock, etc. to obtain
a “continuous” solution.

The continuous solution of the differential equations is
not strictly needed due to the time discretization required
in the vocal tract propagation models [2]. In addition, a
discrete-time state space model allows for the application of
Bayesian parameter identification techniques that can provide
uncertainties for each estimated parameter[3]. Previous work
in vocal fold parameter estimation [4] have not used Bayesian
estimation to obtain a subject-specific parameters. Instead, an
optimization scheme was used to classify the vocal behavior
on a parameter based space distribution.

The goal of this study is to develop a new discrete-time
solution method for the body cover model (BCM) [5], that
provides a discrete state space model representation to enable
subsequent studies on Bayesian parameter identification. The
paper begins with a description of the voice production
system for this study (II-A), followed by the analysis and
modification of the lumped element model (II-B), and dis-
crete state space model representation of the BCM (II-C).
The simulation results are presented in Section III, along
with a brief overall conclusion of the study in Section IV.

II. METHODS

A. Voice Production Structure

The voice production process could be separated as three
interactive systems: An aerodynamic module, a tract propa-
gation module, and an acoustic module. These three modules
work as interconnected systems governed by a set of param-
eters controlled by the underlying physiological structure. In
the present study, an open loop approach has been assumed
due to the lack of information on the biological feedback
that controls to the model parameters (figure 1).

In this scheme, the kinematic module is the system that
describes vocal folds displacements and velocities using as
input the incident pressures from the sub-glottal tract and the
supra-glottal tract. The aerodynamic module solves for the



Fig. 2. Body Cover Model representation showing the vocal folds masses,
the posterior glottal opening and the membranous area.

glottal airflow given the incident pressures in the glottis and
the kinematic glottal configuration, which in turn produces
an acoustic output. Finally, the acoustic module propagates
the resulting sound from the glottis to the mouth, nose, or
any other point in the sub/supra glottal tracts

B. Numerical Model Selection

Three-mass body-cover model [5] is an extension of the
classical two-mass model [6] that is broadly accepted to
study different glottal behaviors[1]. A schematic of the model
representation is shown in Fig. 2. The BCM represents key
physiological aspects of the vocal folds, and has been used
to study source-filter interaction [7], [8], voice pathologies
[9], [10], inverse filtering [11], and muscle activation [12],
among others.

The model parameters were selected to produce a male
modal voice using muscle activation principles [13], by
selecting a 10 % cricothyroid and 20 % thyroarytenoid
muscle activation. A wave-reflection analog scheme [2] was
used to account for sound propagation and interaction, based
on a sustained vowel /e/ [14]. A posterior glottal opening was
included with an area of 5mm2 [15]. The subglottal area
function was adapted from respiratory system measurements
of human cadavers [16] and includes the trachea, bronchi,
and a resistive termination impedance (zeroth and first airway
generations). The speed of sound was set at 350 m/s, simu-
lation time 200 ms, sampling frequency 70 kHz, subglottal
pressure 800 Pa, and Bernoulli is used as the flow solution.

The disposition of the forces has a small difference with
the original publication of the BCM. In this study a sep-
aration of the static and the dynamic systems was made,
obtaining the following force structure:

Fu,t(θ, φt) = FuStat,t(θ) + FuDyn,t(θ, φt) (1)
Fl,t(θ, φt) = FlStat,t(θ) + FlDyn,t(θ, φt) (2)
Fb,t(θ, φt) = FbStat,t(θ)− FbDyn,t(θ, φt) (3)

where the subindex “Stat” denotes the part of the system
that does not change due to kinematic movement, and
“Dyn” denotes the system components that change due to
vocal fold dynamics (convergent or divergent vocal folds,
collisions of the upper or lower masses, and complete closed

glottis), generating a dynamic time varying system that swaps
between 5 different configurations.

FuStat,t(θ) = Fku,t + Fdu,t − Fkc,t (4)
FlStat,t(θ) = Fkl,t + Fdl,t + Fkc,t (5)
FbStat,t(θ) = Fkb,t + Fdb,t − Fku,t − Fdu,t − Fkl,t − Fdl,t

(6)
FuDyn,t(θ) = Feu,t + FkuCol,t + FduCol,t (7)
FlDyn,t(θ) = Fel,t + FklCol,t + FdlCol,t (8)
FbDyn,t(θ) = FduCol,t + FdlCol,t. (9)

The sub index “t” denotes a continuous temporal variable, θ
is the collection of all the model parameters, which in this
simulations were assumed to be static (and thus omitted in
most of the forces expressions), and φt is the input pressure
from the vocal tract. The forces that influence each mass
have the following description:

• Fku,t, Fkl,t, Fkb,t, Fkc,t: Spring forces (respectively:
body-upper mass, body-lower mass, body-Thyroid wall,
upper-lower mass)

• Fdu,t, Fdl,t, Fdb,t: Damping forces (respectively: body-
upper mass, body-lower mass, body-Thyroid wall)

• FkuCol,t, FklCol,t: Additional spring force during col-
lision (respectively: left upper mass - right upper mass,
left lower mass - right lower mass)

• FduCol,t, FdlCol,t: Additional damping force during
collision (respectively: body-upper mass, body-lower
mass)

• Feu,t, Fel,t: force due to the incident pressure on the
glottis (respectively: upper mass, lower mass)

The expression for the spring forces, the damping forces, and
the force due to the incident pressure from the tract are as
defined in [5], with the modification of the collision damping
force that is now separated in an additional force such as:

FduCol(t) = −duCol (ẋu,t − ẋb,t) (10)
FdlCol(t) = −dlCol (ẋl,t − ẋb,t) (11)

duCol = 2ζuCol (muku)
1/2 (12)

dlCol = 2ζlCol (mlkl)
1/2

, (13)

which is the same as in [5], but expressed in a more
convenient way for the purpose of this study.

C. Discrete State Space Model

The use of state space models (SSM) brings a set of
tools for analysis and system identification that are hardly
achievable with other methods, such as energy representa-
tion, stability and causality analysis, perturbations analysis,
feedback control, etc. The SSM representation of the system
is not unique. Thus, a physically meaningful mechanical
approach has been used to maintain the structure of the BCM,
thus obtaining a model of the following state vector:

Xt =
[
vu,t vl,t vb,t xu,t xl,t xb,t

]T
, (14)



where the state equation (considering a deterministic model),
is a function of the state, the model parameters, and the inci-
dent pressure, thus being represented by Ẋt = F(Xt, θ, φt).
The particular non-linear state function is:

F(Xt, θ, φt) =



1
mu

Fu(Xt, φt, θ)
1
ml

Fl(Xt, φt, θ)
1
mb

Fb(Xt, φt, θ)

vu(t)
vl(t)
vb(t)

 (15)

The advantages of a SSM also apply to a discrete state space
model (DSSM), which can use methods of system parameter
estimation designed for discrete-time models such as Se-
quential Montecarlo methods and other Bayesian estimation
methods[3]. To produce a discrete-time model, a Taylor
Series approach has been used [17], with the following
expression:

Xk+1 = Xk∆T +∆T Ẋk∆T +
∆2

T

2!
Ẍk∆T + . . . , (16)

where ∆T is the sampling time period used for discretization.
The truncated series results in the following DSSM approx-
imation:

X̃k+1 ≈
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ml
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T

2mb
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(17)

= F(X̃k, φk, θ,∆T ). (18)

D. Selected measures of vocal function

A set of measures were selected to evaluate the behavior of
the proposed model. Both functional and numerical behavior
were analyzed to study the accuracy of the proposed model
(17 - 18). The selected acoustic parameters were compared to
the results obtained in [18] to validate the clinical relevancy
of this model. Relevant clinical parameters were computed,
including fundamental frequency, maximum flow declination
rate (MFDR), radiated sound pressure level (SPL), and
steady and unsteady glottal airflow components. SPL was
obtained at the lips and was projected to a 15 cm distance
by subtracting 30 dB, based upon empirical observations.

An algorithm to evaluate the simulation time was devel-
oped in order to characterize the complexity of the proposed
model. The algorithm used a loop with increased time
simulation on each iteration, simulating equal scenarios with
both models and recording the time that each model used
to compute each iteration. The result was normalized by the
maximum simulation time achieved.

III. RESULTS

The simulations were performed, with model parameters
selected from [13]. A simulation period of 200ms was used
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Fig. 3. Glottal flow with continuous and discrete models (- Continuous
Model, -- Discrete Model). (a) Transient period without PGO, (b) Steady
state without PGO, (c) Transient period with PGO of 5mm2, (d) Steady
state with PGO of 5mm2

and a 5ms ramp (made of half Hanning window) was
applied to the initial section of the sub glottal pressure
in order to obtain a smooth transient period. The selected
waveforms for the non-gap situation are presented in figure
3 (a) and (b). A transient portion and a steady state portion
are shown. The transient portion shows a clear decoupling
of the two systems, which is attributed to the interaction
between the non-iterative solution of the discrete model and
the dynamical structure of the model. While in the stationary
period a delay is evident, no modification of the signal shape
can be noticed, and a correlation analysis showed a maximum
normalized value of 0.9786 on a window of 100ms.

A simulation with a PGO of 5mm2 was also performed
(fig 3 (c) and (d)). In this case scenario the transient period
had a smaller decoupling behavior in comparison with the
non gap scenario, which could be explained by the smaller
amount of energy involved in the motion of the masses
due to the constant leakage of sub glottal pressure. As
a consequence, a smaller delay could be noticed in the
stationary period, with a maximum normalized correlation
value of 0.9940 on a window of 100ms.

Selected clinical measures for both simulations were ob-
tained using the stationary part of the signal, as showing in
tables I and II. It can be noticed that the selected measures
are in the range of a normal male subject, thus validating the
discrete-time model proposed here. Also, a reduction of the
processing time was achieved for a simulation of 2 seconds
of speech, by saving up to 60% of the computation time
compared with the continuous solution (ODE4 solver from
Matlab).



Parameter Continuous Discrete Perekell 1993
(Unit) Model Model Loud (SD)
spl (dB) 86.0 86.0 85.6(4.7)
F0 (Hz) 136.7 136.7 128.9(24.7)
mfdr (l/s2) 807.9 828.4 650.2(251.2)
ac flow (l/s) 0.42 0.42 0.47(0.14)
min flow (l/s) 0.00 0.00 0.08(0.05)

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN MODELS AND CLINICAL DATA [18] FOR A NON

PGO PRESENCE

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed model offers a fast and sufficiently accu-
rate solver solution to obtain the vocal folds kinematics,
offering a discrete-time state space model of the vocal folds
that enables the use of Bayesian techniques for parameter
identification. These new tools for system identification can
be used, for example, to estimate model parameters from
high-speed video visualizations, aerodynamic and acoustic
measurements. The proposed model provides good results for
stationary and quasi stationary behavior. Such new clinical
approach to identify the structural parameters of the vocal
folds can assist not only in the diagnosis of vocal fold
pathologies or vocal hyperfunction, but also in the prediction
of results in patient specific voice treatment (therapy and/or
surgery).

The specific expressions obtained here should not be
directly extrapolated to other vocal fold models due to the
assumptions made in the specific model that was selected.
The use of a non-realistic one dimensional displacement
and the lack of spatial resolution in the anterior-posterior
glottal shape, support the need for a discrete-time model with
more degrees of freedom (lateral, inferior-superior, anterior-
posterior). Additionally, non-stationary scenarios must be
evaluated to quantify the importance of the differences shown
here. However, the lack of restriction in the discretization
process, and the general mathematical approximation pro-
vided by the truncated Taylor series, provide a good per-
spective for the additional analysis required in more complex
scenarios.
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